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Anomalous dispersion of transparent atomic two- and three-level ensembles
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The absorption and dispersion properties of a driven two-level atomic system probed by a weak field have
been measured simultaneously with a phase modulated Mach-Zehnder interferometer. We find that the resonant
absorption and the negative dispersion are reduced with respect to the nondriving case by a factor of 490 and
47, respectively, which is in good agreement with the theory. This means a;10-fold enhancement of the
amount of dispersion provided per amount of residual absorption. The experimental values are compared to the
requirements that have to be fulfilled for the realization of a broadband, high finesse optical cavity. Finally, we
propose a specific degenerate three-level system that overcomes some of the shortcomings of the driven
two-level atom.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The steady-state absorption of a weak and resonant p
beam can be strongly modified by the means of additio
optical fields. The absorption can be reduced or even el
nated or can rather be increased by the presence of a
pling beam exciting a linked transition. The reduction of t
atomic absorption named electromagnetically induced tra
parency~EIT! results from the coherent interaction of th
medium with a resonant driving field@1,2#. The opposite
effect, the enhancement of the absorption resulting fr
atomic coherence induced by optical radiation, is designa
electromagnetically induced absorption@3#. The modification
of the absorptive properties of an atomic vapor generally a
leads to a modification of the dispersive properties.

In the last decade, the study of the dispersive propertie
coherently prepared media was always under attention
cause of fundamental and practical interest. An extrem
slow group velocity of light@4–6# or even ‘‘stopping’’ of
light @7,8# were demonstrated using alkaline atoms. In th
experiments the absorption was strongly suppressed an
dispersion was steep and normal due to the coherent pop
tion trapping~CPT! between the two ground-state hyperfi
levels. As a complementary application superluminal gro
velocities were realized based on strong negative~anoma-
lous! dispersive media@9#. Further, anomalous dispersiv
transparent media have been considered for the realizatio
broadband, high finesse optical cavities@10#, for which the
anomalous dispersion is supposed to cancel the variatio
optical wavelengths with frequency inside the cavity~white
light cavity!.

Recently, we have given a comparative theoretical an
sis of five different atomic schemes with respect to th
performance as negative dispersive transparent media@11#.
These schemes were the strongly driven two-level a
~TLA ! and the degenerate three-level atom~DTLA ! @12#,
two closely spaced gain lines and two double-L-schemes
with incoherent pumping. There it was shown, that a stron
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driven TLA or a DTLA can be used to realize negative d
persive transparent media. The DTLA shows various f
tures: in a closed transition, depending on the angular m
mentum, negative dispersion and electromagnetic
induced absorption~EIA! @13#, negative dispersion withou
absorption, or normal dispersion of a CPT resonance@14#
can be found. As opposed to a closed transition, EIA can
be established in an open transition.

The aim of this paper is first to investigate experimenta
the requirements for the realization of a white light cav
based on the strongly driven TLA. Second, we focus at
alternative scheme in order to overcome shortcomings in
ent to the strongly driven TLA.

For our experiment the Ca resonance line at 422.6 nm
chosen to investigate the absorption and the index of ref
tion spectra of a weak probe field interacting with a driv
TLA. The loss and the phase shift were measured simu
neously with a phase modulated Mach-Zehnder interfero
eter@15,16#. The experimental results verified the theoretic
analysis of the strongly driven TLA well. For a detailed th
oretical analysis of a resonant driving TLA, the reader
referred to Ref.@17# and references therein. We were able
reach a regime of driving field intensities at which the su
pression of absorption overcomes the suppression of dis
sion. Thus, we demonstrated experimentally that nega
dispersive transparent media are feasible, which are a
quirement for the implementation of white light cavities. Th
experimental results also pointed out that for the realizat
of a white light cavity driving field intensities would be re
quired, which were not accessible at this wavelength. On
the goals of using an alternative system, i.e., the DTLA, is
overcome this problem. Therefore, the DTLA is compared
the driven TLA within the context of realizing negative di
persive transparent media.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental observation of the absorption and
index of refraction spectra of a strongly driven TLA we
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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performed on the 4s2 1S0-4s4p 1P1 transition of Ca atoms
in an atomic beam. For the investigation, a spectrosco
method was developed which consists of a Mach-Zehn
interferometer with a phase modulated reference arm@16#.
This way it was possible to perform a highly sensitive sim
taneous measurement of both the phase shift and the ab
tion profiles. The interferometer was mechanically a
acoustically decoupled from the environment by an int
vacuum two-stage isolation mount and by operating it co
pletely in an UHV chamber. The vacuum chamber was c
tinuously pumped to less than 1027 Torr. To help maintain
the vacuum and to reduce the calcium vapor backgroun
liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap was connected to it. The expe
mental setup was similar to the one previously presen
@16#, therefore only a brief account will be given here stre
ing details pertinent to the present experiment.

The pump and probe fields were generated from the
put of two identical grating laser systems, each based on
injection-locked master-slave system. The master oscilla
were laser diodes with an optical feedback from a ho
graphic grating in Littrow configuration. The output from
each of the slave lasers was frequency doubled in a sin
resonant external cavity using KNbO3 crystals to provide the
desired wavelength. About 20 mW of blue power at 423
was obtained using the fundamental power of 120 mW. F
more detailed information on the laser system the reade
referred to Ref.@18#. The frequency of the pump laser wa
locked to the Ca transition 4s2 1S0-4s4p 1P1 by means of
frequency modulation spectroscopy setup performed on a
heat pipe. A fraction of the output of the corresponding m
ter laser was frequency shifted by an acousto-optic mod
tor to a fixed frequency position relative to the atomic tra
sition (2180 MHz). It was used to phase lock the pro
laser frequency at a tunable offset frequency (2100 MHz
,D f ,2 GHz).

The pump and probe beams were focused at the ato
beam inside the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, see Fig
The intensities were controlled with neutral density filters.
the interaction zone the probe beam had a power of 0.
mW and a beam radius of about 0.134 mm. The maxim

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of the phase modulated Ma
Zehnder interferometer. EOM is the electro-optic modulator, LO
the local oscillator for the EOM~1.8 MHz!, CP is the local oscilla-
tor of the atomic beam chopper~1.7 kHz!, and AB is the atomic
beam.
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driving field power available in the interaction zone w
about 10 mW and the beam radius about 0.338 mm co
sponding to a saturation parameter ofS'20. The pump and
probe fields both were linearly and identically polarized a
were propagating almost into the same direction, slightly
verging by less than 20 mrad to allow separate detection
preventing the pump beam from entering the Mach-Zehn
interferometer. The two beams were incident at right ang
with respect to the atomic beam. In the interaction zone
atomic beam had a diameter of about 2 mm at a collimat
of 1:200. At a typical oven temperature ofT51200 K, the
residual transversal Doppler width of the atoms was redu
to a value below the natural line width.

To measure absorption and phase shift spectra a s
fraction of the probe beam power was split off at the inp
beam splitter of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. It was
rected into the test arm of the interferometer to interact w
the strongly driven atoms of the atomic beam, thus under
ing a definite phase shift and absorption. The main pro
power was directed into the reference arm of the interfero
eter, where the optical field was phase modulated (f LO
51.8432 MHz with a phase modulation index ofM'1).
For locking the interferometer on a dark fringe, the err
signal of the balanced output of the interferometer was u
after demodulation atf LO . The feedback signal of the corre
sponding servoloop was applied to the phase modulato
the reference arm. It contains information about the ph
shift imprinted onto the test field during the interaction wi
the atoms of the mechanically chopped (f CP51.7 kHz)
atomic beam. The detection of the servosignal with a du
phase lock-in amplifier atf CP revealed the phase shift of th
optical probe field. The absorption signal was directly d
duced from the low-frequency component of the balanc
output of the interferometer by a second dual-phase loc
amplifier demodulating atf CP. With regard to the phase
measurement, the interferometer was operated as an a
null instrument and therefore cross talking was avoided
tween the absorption and the index of refraction signal e
for large phase shifts and for large absorption.

To investigate a true two-level scheme a linearly polariz
pump laser was used to drive theDm50 transition of the Ca
resonance line and the identically polarized probe laser
scanned across the same transition. In order to maximize
suppression of the absorption and to realize a negative
persive transparent medium, the field intensity of the pu
laser was varied and the absorption and phase shift was
corded for different driving field Rabi frequenciesVD
5dE0 /(2 \), whered is the electric dipole moment andE
5E0cos(vD t) is the electric component of the driving opt
cal field. From each of these measurements, absorption
dispersion at the atomic resonance were determined.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. The disp
sion of the index of refractionn85]vn and the power ab-
sorption coefficienta of the probe beam at atomic resonan
are given vs the driving field Rabi frequency. The dispers
is given in units of 1/g, whereg52p(34 MHz)0.7 is the
exited-state population decay rate. The factor 0.7 has b
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included to account for the fact that the effective line wid
determined in our experiment was smaller than the va
given in the literature by 30%@19#. This discrepancy has
been attributed to radiation trapping effects@15#. All data
points have been normalized to an atomic density ofN052
3109 cm23, which is typical for our data. The solid an
dashed lines correspond to the theoretical model@11#. Also
shown is the valuenWLC8 521/v053.331028/g, which is
required for the realization of a white light cavity at an o
tical wavelength ofl5423 nm@15#.

To compare different atomic schemes with respect to th
capability of providing negative dispersion without abso
tion, it is worthwhile to discuss the amount of dispersi
available per amount of residual absorption. We call the ra
of the normalized dispersionn8/nWLC8 5]dn/(21/v0) to the
power absorption coefficienta figure of merit: QFOM

5(n8/nWLC8 )/a. Here,v0 is the cavity resonance frequenc
that we assume to be identical to the atomic resonance
quency. Please note, that resonant dispersion and absor
scale like n8}1/VD

2 and a}1/VD
4 for the strongly driven

TLA ~ @15#, see also Fig. 4!. As expected, the largest figure o
merit QFOM has been achieved at the largest driving fie
Rabi frequency available (VD51.6g), which corresponds to
a saturation parameter ofS'20. At this driving level the
figure of merit is enhanced by a factor of 10.5 with respec
the case without drivingVD50. Further, even for the stron
gest driving feasible the dispersion was still larger than
dispersionnWLC8 by a factor of 7. Hence, in principle, on
could improve the figure of merit by another factor of 7 a
still maintain the desired dispersion if more powerful las
were available.

However, a realistic scenario for the experimental imp
mentation of a white light cavity would require a figure
merit of uFOM'1000 m@15#, which is'50 times larger than
the largest figure of merit achieved so far. This could
achieved with driving field powers beyond 1 W atl

FIG. 2. Experimental results for absorption and negative disp
sion at atomic resonance vs driving field Rabi frequency for the
resonance transition at 423 nm. Negative dispersion given in u
of 1028/g, whereg50.732p 34 MHz. nWLC8 denotes the disper
sion required for the realization of a white light cavity for th
specific scheme. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the
oretical model for an atomic density ofN0523109 cm23.
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5423 nm, which is a serious constrain in experimen
terms. Further, there is another potential drawback inhe
to the strongly driven TLA: in the strong driving regime, th
atoms scatter photons at rateg/2 causing dissipation of both
the driving and the probing field. Therefore, the strong
driven TLA would not be a good choice if one had to ca
about quantum noise properties of the probing or driv
field, e.g., for quantum-nondemolition type of experimen
relying on the strong coupling between both the fields me
ated by the atoms.

Next we propose an alternative approach to overco
both of the problems mentioned above. It is based o
DTLA which has been discussed within the context of e
hancing the index of refraction of transparent media@20#.
This scheme could be realized by means of aJ51→J851
transition, where the circularly polarized components o
linearly polarized driving field coherently couple the grou
statesJ51, M521 and M511 via the exited stateJ8
51, M 850. If no magnetic field is present, the magne
sublevels are degenerate and a single driving field is t
photon resonant thus establish strong ground-state coher
and CPT. The CPT will be governed by residual ground-st
decoherence at rateg0!g. Please note, that due to the sp
cific choice of angular momenta (J5J851) and optical-
field polarizations (s11s2), all atoms will be pumped ou
off the uM50& Zeeman sublevel of the ground state and w
effectively be transferred into the correspondingM561
Zeeman sublevels.

The corresponding spectra for a weak probe field of id
tical polarization point out a remarkable similarity to th
spectra of the strongly driven TLA. An example is given
Fig. 3, which shows the power absorption coefficient and
index of refraction vs the probe field detuning for th
strongly driven TLA ~graph A) and the DTLA ~graph B)
under equivalent conditions. The data for the DTLA ha
been multiplied byg/g05103 to ease the comparison. Ac
cording to Fig. 3~b!, the dispersion at atomic resonance f
the DTLA is reduced by a factor of 103 with respect to the
strongly driven TLA, but the reduction of resonant abso
tion is much more strongly pronounced@Fig. 3~a!, inset#.
Hence the DTLA provides a larger figure of merit than t
strongly driven TLA under equivalent conditions. Further,
CPT is established in the DTLA, the exited-state populat
is strongly reduced. Hence, dissipation and loss of both
driving and the probing field are avoided in the limit ofg
@g0→0.

Figure 4 provides a comparison of both schemes w
respect to their performance as negative dispersive trans
ent media: resonant absorptiona0 and dispersionn08 of both
schemes are shown vs the driving field Rabi frequencyVD .
We find three basic results:

~i! For both schemesa0}1/VD
4 and n08}1/VD

2 for VD

@g, so that the figure of merit scales likeVD
2 and negative

dispersion without absorption can be realized.
~ii ! The amount of negative dispersion provided by t

DTLA at a specific driving field Rabi frequency is smalle
than the dispersion provided by the strongly driven TLA by
factor ofg/(A2g0). However, if one adjusts the driving fiel
Rabi frequencies independently in order to achieve the s
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figure of merit for both schemes, the corresponding amo
of dispersion provided by the DTLA is smaller than th
amount provided by the strongly driven TLA only by a fact
of 4.

~iii ! Therefore, the DTLA basically shows the same p
formance as the strongly driven TLA, but provides a cert
figure of merit at a driving field Rabi frequency significant
smaller than for the strongly driven TLA. This has been
dicated by the arrows in Fig. 4. Finally, it should be not
that the DTLA shows a regime of modest driving whe
positive dispersion is provided.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that it is possible to realize negative d
persive transparent media that provide enough anoma
dispersion to compensate for the variation of wavelen
with frequency in vacuum. This is a requirement for t

FIG. 3. Power absorption coefficient~a! and index of refraction
~b! vs probe field detuning for the strongly driven TLA~graphA)
and the DTLA~graphB multiplied by 103). The inset of~a! shows
the resonance in detail. Equivalent parameters are used for
systems: atomic densityN051012 cm23, transition wavelengthl
5423 nm. For the strongly driven TLAVD51.5g. For DTLA,
VD5A21.5g and ground-state decoherence rateg051023g. Graph
A corresponds to the Ca resonance transition used in the ex
ment.
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implementation of broadband, high finesse optical cavit
~white light cavities!. The maximum figure of merit that ha
been achieved isuFOM521 m at a typical dispersion of 15
310210 /MHz and absorption of 0.33%/cm. For compa
son, the amount of dispersion required for the implemen
tion of a white light cavity is 2.2310210 /MHz. The figure
of merit of a sample of simple Ca atoms~i.e., without driv-
ing! is u0 , FOM52.0 m. Hence, we have been able to pr
vide 10.5 times more dispersion per amount of residual
sorption than the most simple system would provide. Furth
we have proposed an alternative atomic scheme, i.e
DTLA which should provide larger figures of merit than th
strongly driven TLA at a given driving field intensity while
maintaining basically the same amount of dispersion a
given figure of merit. In addition to relaxing the require
ments for the driving field intensities, with the DTLA on
would also avoid dissipation of both the driving and t
probing field. This system could be realized, for examp
with the 1s2s 3S1 →1s2p 3P1 transition or with the 1s2s
3S1 → 1s3p 3P1 transition of He atl51083 nm andl
5388.9 nm, respectively. Please note, that although
1s2s 3S1 state is not the ground state, it would neverthele
provide long-living Zeeman coherences that are required
the realization of strong negative dispersion. This is due
the fact that the 1s2s 3S1 state is metastable. Therefore c
cularly polarized components of the linearly polarized dr
ing field would efficiently couple theM521 andM511
sublevels of the 2s state via the exited stateM 850. Pro-
vided that there is no magnetic field, a probe field of iden
cal polarization would show the desired spectra.
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FIG. 4. Performance of the TLA and the DTLA for realization
negative dispersion without absorption. Shown are the resonan
sorption and the resonant negative dispersion of the strongly dr
TLA ~graphsA andB, respectively! and of the DTLA~graphsC and
D, respectively!. Parameters areN051010 cm23, l5423 nm for
both schemes, andg051023g for the DTLA. The arrows indicate
points corresponding to identical figures of merit.
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